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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet as we know it today depends on secure com-

munication—electronic commerce relies on the private trans-
mission of payment information, social networking sites and
configurable portals on the secret exchange of login creden-
tials, etc. Certificates and encryption are the fundamental
building blocks of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) and
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocols used to protect trans-
mitted data.

Modern browsers handle the majority of the workload nec-
essary to communicate securely over the web: encryption of
outgoing data, decryption of incoming data, validation of
certificates, storage of certificates, maintenance of trusted
certificate authority list, etc. However, browsers rely on
users to perform (at least) two tasks to support secure com-
munication: recognize encrypted websites and respond to
invalid certificates. Studies have confirmed that these tasks
are unusable—users do not notice or do not understand en-
cryption identification mechanisms in browsers [1, 2] and
connect to websites with invalid certificates just as they con-
nect to websites with valid certificates [3].

Browser designers have recognized this fundamental flaw
in their design and both major browsers have implemented
substantial changes to their certificate management inter-
faces in their upcoming releases—Firefox 3 and Internet Ex-
plorer 8. In this paper, we describe the two-pronged experi-
mental evaluation of the relevant features of Firefox 3. The
first prong is a 270 user online survey which asked users to
evaluate a screenshot of a website displayed using Firefox 2
or 3 and identify if the website was encrypted. The second
prong is a 10 user lab study which compared the reaction of
users to invalid certificates from both familiar and unfamil-
iar websites in Firefox 2 and 3.

2. CERTIFICATE MANAGEMENT
An encrypted website is identified in Firefox 2 in three

ways: 1) The URL begins with https. 2) The address bar
is yellow instead of white. 3) There is a lock icon on the
right side of the address bar and in the status bar. Fire-
fox 3 adds a favicon popup to this list – a small window
that appears when the user clicks on the favicon displaying
the certificate authority, domain name, lock icon, and the
message “Your connection to this website is encrypted to
prevent eavesdropping.” In addition, the lock icon does not
appear on the address bar (and therefore does not appear at

all if the status bar is disabled). Firefox recognizes extended
validation, by adding a green rectangle displaying the name
of the corporation responsible for the website to the address
bar.

When a user visits a website with an invalid certificate in
Firefox 2 a dialog appears, titled “Unable to identify <do-
main name> as a trusted site.” Users are presented with
three options are including the default, “Accept this certifi-
cate temporarily for this session.”Finally, the dialog contains
two buttons, “OK” and “Cancel.” We believe that the vast
majority of users click “OK,” accepting the default, without
further thought although we have not verified this assump-
tion empirically. Firefox 3, instead presents users with a full
page error message containing only one actionable item, a
link titled “Or you can add an exception...” Once the user
clicks on this link a box opens up in the same window pre-
senting the user with two buttons: “Get me out of here!” or
“Add Exception...” Clicking “Add Exception...” will open
another dialog box. The user then clicks two more buttons
to add the exception – “Get Certificate” and “Confirm Se-
curity Exception.” Adding a certificate in Firefox 3 requires
at least 4, not particular simple, user actions as compared
to one simple action in Firefox 2.

3. ENCRYPTION NOTIFICATION SURVEY
We evaluated the encryption notification mechanisms with

an online survey completed by 270 participants. Each user
saw two randomly selected images in a random order: one
of a small bank, Sanford Institution for Savings, and one
of Google, Ask, or Wikipedia. Eight screenshots of Sanford
were used: (a) Firefox 2, Encrypted (b) Firefox 2, Unen-
crypted (c) Firefox 3, Encrypted (d) Firefox 3, Unencrypted
(e) Firefox 3, Encrypted with Favicon Popup (f) Firefox 3,
Encrypted without Extended Validation (g) Firefox 3, En-
crypted with Favicon Popup off the Browser Chrome (h)
Firefox 2, Unencrypted with Favicon Popup off Browser
Chrome. Users were asked two questions about each im-
age. The first, a yes/no question, asked “Does the webpage
displayed in the image to the left use encryption?” Screen-
shots b, d, and h are unencrypted so the correct answer is
‘No.’ The second, a free response question, asked “How do
you know?”

The most interesting results are contained in the answers
to the encryption question for all Sanford screenshots. Im-
age (c), which represents the Sanford website as it displays



by default in Firefox 3, confuses more users than Image (a)
which is the Firefox 2 equivalent (Firefox 3 58% Correct
vs. Firefox 2 71% Correct). The Sanford websites pays Go-
Daddy for extended validation and Image (c) reflects that
fact. Users are not used to extended validation yet so one
might think that the difference just discussed represents ex-
tended validations newness. However, Image (f), displays
the Sandford website as if it did not have extended valida-
tion but the situation hardly improves.

Users are dramatically better at determining that the San-
ford website is encrypted when one shows them the Favicon
popup as in Image (e). They correctly decide that the web-
site is encrypted 79% of the time. However, there is a fairly
straightforward spoof which takes advantage of the popup.
Image (h), which displays a spoofed popup which looks ex-
actly the same as the popup in (e) has by far the most
incorrect responses (69%).

When one looks at the responses given to the “How do
you know” question, explanations for the above phenomena
emerge. 55% of popup-viewing users relied on the popup to
determine if the page is encrypted. The popup window ex-
plicitly states that website is “encrypted” so it is no surprise
that confused users found their answer in the popup. One
user, who wrongly indicated that Image (h) was encrypted
wrote: “Because the pop up says so...but the url doesn’t
say https.” The popup was even able to override this user’s
otherwise correct thinking! One can also see an explanation
for the comparatively worse performance of Firefox 3 with-
out the popup to Firefox 2. The lock icon was sited by 44
users as an indicator of encryption. However, Firefox 3 does
not present a lock icon unless one enables the popup. We
suspect that the response to image (f) and (a) would have
been identical if the lock icon appeared in the address bar
in Firefox 3.

4. LABORATORY STUDY
We recruited 10 Carnegie Mellon subjects for the in-lab

user study. The study was divided into two parts—the first
involved having the user visit an untrusted and unfamil-
iar website, canada.com. Users were asked to register for
an email address at this site and send an email. The sec-
ond part was further divided into two subtasks involving
a trusted and familiar website, the CMU library catalog
(Cameo). The first subtask asked users to look up the ISBN
number of Shakespeare’s Hamlet in Cameo using Firefox 2.
This subtask had two simultaneous purposes—it provided
an informal evaluation of the Firefox 2 warning mechanism
and it reinforced users’ trust of the website. The second
subtask asked users to find the ISBN number of a different
version of Hamlet, again in Cameo, using Firefox 3. We
interviewed users after they had completed both tasks.

For the purpose of gathering timing metrics, the tasks on
Firefox 3 were divided into three intervals represented as
Interval 1, Interval 2 and Interval 3. Interval 1 begins with
the display of the warning and ends when the user clicks
“Or you can add an exception...” The second interval is
between this link click and the click of “Add Exception...”
Interval 3 starts when the user clicks“Add Exception...” and
ends when the user actually adds the certificate and clicks
“Confirm.”

All six Firefox 2 users quickly clicked“OK”when the warn-
ing dialog appeared and visited the website. In addition, in
Firefox 3, nine out of ten users eventually added an excep-

tion and visited the website, but these users were substan-
tially delayed. Two Firefox 3 users even switched to Internet
Explorer after a few minutes of frustration and had to be told
to switch back to Firefox. The one user who did not add the
exception was a trusted user. He said to himself during the
process, “I don’t know what to do.” However, when we in-
terviewed him afterward he said, “I didn’t know if the site
was safe. I didn’t want to do something permanent. Firefox
2 gave me the choice to install the certificate temporarily.”
He seemed willing to add the exception temporarily for the
sake of the study, but unwilling to endanger himself later by
permanently adding the exception.

There are also important differences in the results between
the users of the trusted and untrusted websites. Users aggre-
gate results were similar in both Intervals 1 and 3. However,
the mean time for untrusted users in Interval 2 is 15 times
as long as trusted users. We believe this dramatic result can
be explained by the button labels. “Get me out of here!” im-
plies danger to the user and users in the untrusted case were
worried about the website. Users took more time to decide
and even clicked the back and forward buttons repeatedly.
In fact, two users in this case even ended up clicking ’Get me
out of here...’ once before returning and eventually adding
the exception. However, users in the trusted case were un-
worried and quickly clicked “Add Exception.”

5. CONCLUSIONS
Before the study began our hypothesis could be summa-

rized as: “The more things change the more they stay the
same.” In particular we thought that the differences be-
tween: familiar and unfamiliar websites, Firefox 2 and Fire-
fox 3, Extended Validation and Normal Certificates, and
Favicon Popups and Lock icons would be minimal. We now
believe that we were basically correct. However, we dis-
covered many subtleties in this process that together have
substantial impact. These have been discussed at length
throughout the paper. The proposed changes to Firefox 3
that have been successful are those that take advantage of
users existing mental models and do not try to impose new
models on users. Extended validation was not successful in
our study, because it is a new concept. However, changing
the button labels when one reaches a website with an in-
valid certificate – “Add exception...” and “Get me out of
here” instead of “OK” and “Cancel” has been very effective.
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